ADD CUSTOMERS THROUGH LOCAL LISTINGS
There is nothing more powerful than social proof. In fact, 87% of people pick a local business
based on reviews featured in local listings. These listings are online profiles that contain your
business name, address, phone number, and customer reviews. Search any business name and the
local listing will appear prominently in the results.
Having clean, accurate data and positive reviews displaying consistently across local listings is vital
to the success of your business. Yet business owners often feel overwhelmed and helpless in the
face of scores of listing services, many offering little control over customer reviews.
Let Kinetic help manage your reviews. We give you the tools to get more 5-star reviews,
improve your business profile ranking and convert more visitors to customers.

Take control of your reviews

Listing optimization is one of the simplest, most
powerful ways to rank higher in search results
and showcase your business through reviews
from real people in real time. Kinetic can optimize
your business profiles on over 40 platforms like
Google, Yelp and Facebook as well as automate
the review process to improve your online
presence.
In a fraction of the time it would take to manage
all of these individual platforms and solicit reviews
from customers, you can be outperforming your
competition — without paying for ads.
So how do you set up and manage your listings,
get a steady stream of positive customer
reviews and still find the time to run your
business?

Consistent listings = SEO credibility

With Kinetic Reputation Management, you get
access to the tools and expertise to manage
all of your local listings and reviews from one
convenient location. No need to login to 40
different websites and endlessly call, text and
email customers chasing down reviews. In fact,
Kinetic can manage the entire process so that you
can focus on creating a great experience for your
customers, not managing your online listings.

WITH KINETIC REPUTATION
MANAGEMENT YOU GET:
• Your company profile optimized for
search across 40+ platforms
• Better placement in search results
• A review management system that
pushes great reviews where you
want them and negative reviews
back to you
• Manage your local listings and
reviews from one simple dashboard,
or have Kinetic manage them for you
• Consistently build your local search
ranking every month for less than the
cost of your daily coffee
• Spend more time running your
business and less time keeping up
with digital profiles
Ready to start getting a great return on
your local marketing spend? Call Kinetic
now to get started with Reputation
Management today.

Give us a shout.
We’d love to chat.
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